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What does the African diaspora look like? Amid rising nationalist sen-

timent, this question has become an urgent one for people of African 

descent in the Netherlands today (de Witte 2014). At a time when volk-
scultuur (folk culture) such as Delftware, Volendam folk costumes, Dutch 

Passion Plays and the Saint Nicholas celebration have come to stand once 

more for true Dutchness (Roodenburg 2012; van den Hemel 2014), the 

place of people of African descent in the national imagination has become 

precarious indeed.

What the African diaspora looks like is not a simple question. People 

of African descent have responded to the challenge of resurgent national-

ist sentiment by resorting to their own version of cultural authenticity, 

which they find in their ‘African’ origins (cf. Gilroy 1993). Many young 
people of African descent have revitalized the pan-African notion of 

‘Africa’ as a cultural home, which they express by wearing Kente cloth, or 

learning African dance. This timeless ‘African culture’, however, remains 

elusive. As Marleen de Witte has shown, ‘African culture’ is not some-

thing that self-evidently exists in and of itself, but instead is the product 

of reinvention and reimagination. It is ‘booming as a reservoir of mate-

rials with which young people shape their lifestyles and identities’ (de 

Witte 2014).

Notes for this chapter begin on page 213.
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Inevitably these claims to an unspoiled, primordial cultural home must 

face questions of authenticity. Racial authenticity and the right to embody 

and represent it have been, as Paul Gilroy has shown in the case of music, 

at stake more broadly in the cultural expressions hailing from the Black 

Atlantic: ‘The fragmentation and subdivision of black music into an ever-

increasing proliferation of styles and genres … has also contributed to 

a situation in which authenticity emerges among the music makers as 

a highly charged and bitterly contested issue’ (Gilroy 1993: 96). A focus 
on performance and style, as de Witte continues, certainly ‘raises ques-

tions about the theoretical nexus of identity and authenticity’. However, 

the issue is not so much to pass value judgements on the authenticity 

of cultural expressions, but rather to investigate ‘how self-constructed 

identities come to be experienced as authentic or primordial – that is, as 
anything but self-made’ (de Witte 2014: 264). These cultural expressions 
may be invented, imagined and constructed, but the question here is 

how, despite their almost fictional character, self-styled cultural forms are 
authorized through a ‘politics of authentication’ (de Witte 2014; Meyer 
and van de Port and Meyer 2018).

In this chapter I approach the question of what the African dias-

pora looks like, how it appears (Mirzoeff 2017), and how its appearance 
acquires persuasive power in the Netherlands through the lens of visual 

culture. How is visual culture employed to render an African diasporic 

community visible and palpable?

Given this simultaneous urgency and elusiveness, visual culture, and 

in particular photography (Campt 2012), has long held the promise of 

capturing and materializing the African diaspora.1 In this chapter I look 

at a case in which an Afro-Surinamese Winti priestess and a Dutch artist 

use 3D photography to make visible, or to ‘visualize’, the African dias-

pora by creating a ‘contemporary’ ancestor mask. By visualization, I refer 

to the realm of images, but as this case will underline, the visual is a 

realm that is not restricted to the optical in a narrow sense. A photograph, 

as Elizabeth Edwards has argued, ‘is a three-dimensional thing, not only 

a two-dimensional image’ (Edwards and Hart 2004: 1).

Edwards and Hart argue against a prevailing tendency of privileg-

ing the photograph as image, and thus neglects the photograph as object. 
Instead of privileging the image, they want to ‘break, conceptually, the 

dominance of image content and look at the physical attributes of the 
photograph that influence content in the arrangement and projection of 
visual information’ (Edwards and Hart 2004: 2). If image content is privi-

leged in conventional viewing practices, 3D technology turns these con-

ventions on its head. Here, the physical shape of the ‘printed’ object is at 

the centre of attention. As I will show, it is precisely this materiality of 
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the three-dimensional print that produces a ‘miraculous’ presence. This 

material presence, I will argue, is central to diasporic projects of redress-

ing a catastrophic history. The haptic experience of being able not only to 

see, but to touch, produces a sense of bridging geographic and temporal 

gaps, and of redressing historical loss.

This emphasis on the material constitutes a departure from the ration-

alist focus of debates about colonial history and transatlantic slavery. 

The dominant paradigm in these debates is that historical knowledge 

will change people’s awareness of the colonial past, and ultimately lead 

to emancipation and a more responsible historical practice. What has 

become clear, however, is that people do not necessarily live by facts, 

historical or otherwise. Better put, what people experience as factual is 
often based on hunches, intuition, senses, emotions. This is not to say that 

people are unreasonable, but that they do not know the world through 

reason alone. Knowledge of the world is generated through our relation-

ship with things. As Pierre Bourdieu, in his Outline of a Theory of Practice, 

has argued, objects have the power to implicitly condition human actors. 

In other words, the way we furnish the material world is central to our 

socialization and to the normalization of social relations (Bourdieu 1977; 

Miller 2005: 6). As I will show, the mask project departs from the idea 

that the past can be redressed, and that an alternative future can be 

built, by reliance on historical education alone. Historical ‘facts’ matter 
to the extent that they can be felt to be true as much as that they can be 

supported by historical evidence. While this reliance on materiality is a 

broader, some argue anthropological (Miller 2005), phenomenon, the par-

ticular history of objectification and dehumanization wrought by slavery 
makes such an engagement particularly urgent in the case of the African 

diaspora. In particular in the current political climate, where cultural 

roots and national history have come to play such a crucial role in politics 

of citizenship and belonging, a material approach to visual culture can 

help to elucidate the high emotional investments made with regard to 

historical ‘facts’.

Let me now turn to an ethnography of the mask project. I have chosen 

to reproduce to a large extent a presentation given by Boris van Berkum 

on the occasion of a new series of scans at the Dortyard artists residence 

in Dordrecht on 14 July 2017. After a brief introduction I reproduce ver-

batim a transcription of a tape recording of van Berkum’s presentation, 

because the precise way in which the masks are framed is central to the 

argument about materiality and knowledge production that I want to 

develop.
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The Kabra Mask

The Netherlands has been part of the Atlantic world since the seventeenth 

century, but a broader awareness of this historical entanglement only 

emerged in the Netherlands when Suriname, a former colony, gained 

independence in 1975. Fearing political and economic instability in the 

wake of this event, more than 300,000 people moved from Suriname to 

the Netherlands. As subjects of the kingdom, they could settle in the 
Netherlands without formal restrictions, but upon arrival they were 

confronted with different forms of racist exclusion. While formally reg-

ular Dutch citizens, those Surinamese of African descent in particular 

were denied equal access to housing, labour and education. Although 

faced with difficulties of making the Netherlands their home, a return 
to Suriname was becoming less and less likely: following the military 

coup d’état in 1980, the political and economic conditions in Suriname 

 deteriorated rapidly and ultimately led to civil war.

As return was no longer an option, people looked for ways to settle 
in a country where they faced exclusion from large areas of social and 

political life. The shared yet unequal colonial history of Suriname and 

the Netherlands played a vital part in this. By mobilizing slavery, black 

grass-roots organizations successfully appealed to a sense of histori-

cal responsibility among Dutch politicians and Dutch society at large. 

As a result of this political work there are now a number of slavery 

memorials across the country, and the colonial past and slavery have 

become recurrent themes in politics of belonging and citizenship in the 

Netherlands today. For people of African descent, this recourse to the 

past held the promise of a shared experience of past suffering which, it 
was hoped, would become a unifying force as a political symbol. A new 

identity emerged in this context of the ‘descendants of the enslaved’: 

those Surinamese Dutch of African descent whose forebears had been 

made slaves on the Surinamese plantations by Dutch merchants in the 

 seventeenth,  eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.

This identity is highly contested. Although it was mobilized success-

fully in various local and national political arenas, it is not shared by all 

in the same way, nor accepted across Dutch society at large (Balkenhol 

2014). Regardless of these contestations, the focus on descent did move 

to the centre of attention a new entity in the Dutch political landscape: 
the ancestors. Of course, everybody descends from somebody, and this 

self-evidence seems to make the ancestors a straightforward link with the 

past. Yet when scrutinized more closely, this firm biological and therefore 
natural existential grounding becomes more complex. The ancestors are 
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an extremely complex and indeed complicated entity who potentially 

cause confusion more than clarity. Most importantly, Afro-Surinamese 

ancestors are both historical individuals and spiritual entities. Upon 

a person’s death, elaborate rituals ensure the soul’s safe passage from 

this world into the hereafter (van der Pijl 2007). If conducted correctly, 

these rituals turn people into ancestors who become part of the Afro-

Surinamese Winti pantheon.

The ancestors continue to interfere with people’s daily lives. They can 

be consulted in matters of love, health and business, but they also need 
to be appeased on a regular basis so as not to wreak havoc. This means 

that ancestors are both referred to as historical individuals and as spirits 

who are ‘alive’ in the present. To complicate matters further, there are 
ancestors associated with known historical individuals who even have 

names, but ‘the ancestors’ can also be used as a container term referring 

to ‘those who came before us’ in general. In other words, the ancestors 

are much more elusive than the suggestion of straightforward biological 

descent might suggest. This elusiveness becomes an especially urgent 

matter when the ancestors are turned into political symbols that need to 
appeal to a larger constituency. The question is, how to give these ances-

tors a face that people can rally around?

Marian Markelo is a 62-year-old woman of Afro-Surinamese descent. 

Over the past decade she has also become the most prominent priestess of 

the Afro-Surinamese Winti religion in the Netherlands. In 1998, the year 

that the petition for a national slavery memorial was submitted to the 
Dutch Parliament, Marian Markelo received a message from her ances-

tors while she was on one of her many visits to Ghana. In this revelation 

(see Sansi, this volume), Markelo reports, the ancestors told her to ‘bring 

back’ art into the Afro-Surinamese Winti religion. The African ancestors’ 

art, they argued, had been lost during the Middle Passage, and it was 

now time to return what had been lost or stolen.

Thirteen years later, in 2011, Markelo met Boris van Berkum, a Dutch 

artist based in Rotterdam. Van Berkum and Markelo embarked on a 
project they called an ‘African Renaissance’ in the Winti religion. The 

project consists of three-dimensional scans of West African masks from 

different museum collections in the Netherlands. These scans were then 
milled in polyurethane foam, and van Berkum then turned them into 

what they call ‘contemporary ancestor masks’. This project is rather suc-

cessful today – so successful, in fact, that Markelo recently burst into 
tears because she was overwhelmed by how big the project had become. 

In June 2017, the priestess and the artist presented a new round of scans, 

which will produce a new ‘collection’ of Winti masks. For the purpose 

of the argument about transfiguration, let me now focus on the way 
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van Berkum presented these new scans by narrating the history of the 

project.

My name is Boris van Berkum, I am an artist. I serve Marian Markelo and 

her – and really also my – quest to introduce art in the Winti culture. [My pres-

entation] is a story about a miraculous African Renaissance that is taking place 

here in the Netherlands. With high-tech techniques we are able to breathe new 

life into ancestral art. This is what this story is about.… And when Marian 

Markelo asked me and gave me this task to provide a stimulus to art in the 

Winti culture, I only had to ponder very, very briefly. She asked me to intro-

duce art in the Winti culture so as to breathe new life into the forgotten tradi-
tion of the African ancestors. We know that it once existed, but it is not there. 

Not directly visible.

Van Berkum initially made ceramic sculptures of the Winti goddess 

mama Aisa, one of the most important spirits in the Winti pantheon, 

and popular among many Winti practitioners. When van Berkum shows 

images of these, as he calls them, ‘African-inspired’ sculptures during his 

presentation, someone in the audience exclaims: ‘Beautiful!’ In fact, the 

sculptures were an immediate success in 2012: ‘[W]e put them on display 

everywhere. Here you can see us proudly in museum Booijmans van 

Beuningen. That was an awesome, awesome presentation. And on the 

wonderful, wonderful Brienenoordeiland we did a Goddess weekend’. 

In other words, the sculptures seemed to be an immediate success, and 

in fact one of them is now sitting proudly on Markelo’s private altar 
(Balkenhol 2015). But then a different development took place that would 
influence the further course of the project. As van Berkum continued his 
presentation:

It looks like a wonderful fairy tale, but the fairy tale also has a villain. And 

that is this man, Stanley Bremer. Stanley Bremer was the director … of the 

World Museum. The guardian of the ancestral art. He [dramatic pause] had 

conceived the unholy (onzalig) plan to sell the entire Africa collection. ‘For 

sale: unique Africa collection [Bremer implied]!’ And he had found a buyer. 

Someone in Abu Dhabi was interested. Seventy-one million euros it was sup-

posed to fetch.2 A marvellous collection, a trade collection. So the Rotterdam 
traders who maintained relations with West Africa, they brought the ancestral 

art first to the residence of Prins Hendrik, and later this became the ethno-

graphic museum. This is a very special collection, because early on touris-

tic objects were made. Already in the nineteenth century, things were made 

because the Africans realized that these sculptures and masks were in demand 

with people who came to their shores. And this collection is very early, so we 

know for a fact that these sculptures, fantastic sculptures, were really intended 

for the ritual, for the power, for the exorcism of evil, and for medicine.
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 Ok. Marian and I also took the initiative ‘I am not for sale’, Mi no de fu bai 
[Surinamese Creole]. Am I pronouncing it right? [to the audience of mainly 

African Surinamese Dutch]. I’m still learning you know. Within a week we 

had collected twelve hundred signatures, and later Olphaerd den Otter3 took 

over with his public action – credits where credits are due. He took care that 
the ancestral art remains in the museum. Stanley Bremer has retired, sort of, 

Figure 10.1 Ceramic sculpture, 2013. © Boris van Berkum.
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but in any case, he can no longer do any harm. The Africa collection has been 

saved – it stays in Rotterdam. And do go and see it, because it is our collection!

At this point, the two narratives of the project converged. The plan to 

reintroduce religious art in the Winti worship merged with the goal 

of safeguarding the ‘cultural heritage of the African ancestors’ in the 

Netherlands. Van Berkum was still looking for ways to perfect his sculp-

tures. For despite this rather successful first attempt, the sculptures 
seemed to be lacking something. They were ‘not yet perfect’, van Berkum 

recalled to me in an interview. This is how he explained this conver-

gence of religious innovation and safeguarding cultural heritage during 

his presentation:

Despite his madness, Stanley Bremer has also inspired me as an artist. Because 

he showed me what that African art can mean in our lives. So basically, I’m 

almost grateful to him, believe it or not. And what Marian said [also inspired 

me]: if I see an Africa collection, I see a graveyard [in English]. I see a graveyard 

[now in Dutch, kerkof]. Empty skins, empty shells that have lost their power. 

We look at them as Westerners. Neatly in a showcase. Of course, we enjoy 

their aesthetics, but their power really is in the ritual. But how can we involve 

this, well, this fragile art in ritual again? And I thought, well, now in this soci-

ety we simply have this incredible technique, that is 3D technology. So, in fact, 

Figure 10.2 A Yoruba mask being scanned. © Boris van Berkum.
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and here [Figure 10.2] you see a scan product is being produced of a Yoruba 

ancestor mask. Here [Figure 10.3] you see the point cloud.… Basically, a lot of 

really tiny photographs are being made of an object. Then you see the render 

here. Then here you see the milled model, made of polyurethane foam [Figure 

10.4]. Just a little bit taller, so we went from round about 25 centimetre to 66. I 
will explain later why. And then finally [Figure 10.5] varnished with really fine 
varnish, some brass powder, sanded off, and plastered with cloth, which many 
of you in the audience will immediately recognize as pers. And that means 

ancestral cloth, which you will wear when you honour the ancestors. And … 

this is how the kabra mask was born. And this was the first piece in this mirac-

ulous introduction of art and of masks and of sculpture in the Winti culture.

Let me pause for a moment to look at this techno-miracle. Miraculous 

here is not only the ‘introduction of art and of masks and of sculpture’, 

but the technologically mediated presence of the ancestors. The appeal 

of 3D technology lies in its ability to create an impression of exactitude. 

The three-dimensional reproduction of the mask highlights the indexical 

quality of photography. That is, the photography not only symbolically 

refers to the object depicted, but by the photographic process of creating a 

physical imprint of the light emitted by the object the photograph retains 
a physical trace of the object itself. As many have reiterated since Roland 

Barthes’s famous essay (Barthes 2000), this transaction creates a sense 

Figure 10.3 The raw data being rendered. © Boris van Berkum.
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of lifelikeness: the viewer has the impression of being able to physically 

touch a person or an object that is not present.

Of course, as van Berkum is well aware, like photography 3D repro-

ductions are only ‘exact’ to a certain extent. How exact a reproduction 

is depends on the resolution of the photographs taken of the original, 

Figure 10.4 The mask being milled in polyurethane foam. © Boris van Berkum.
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Figure 10.5 Kabra ancestor dance-mask. Boris van Berkum, 2013. Lacquered 
polyurethane foam, textile, wood (66 × 40 × 40 cm). Collection Amsterdam 

Museum. Photo Erik Hesmerg.
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as well as the precision and resolution of the 3D printer or mill. For 

example, objects or surface structures smaller than 0.5 millimetres are not 

picked up by the scanner used for the kabra mask. ‘Exactitude’ therefore 

refers to the accuracy of the reproduction of the proportions and shape of 

the original. This ‘exact’ shape, in van Berkum’s view, provides a direct, 

literal, indeed material link to the original on which the ancestors work. 

It is, as it were, in the words of Dutch historian Johan Huizinga, a ‘his-

torical sensation’ through which the ancestors are magically made pre-

sent. Technology here merges with ‘magic’: touching the ancestors (and 

being touched by them) is something of a physical impossibility, but it is 

magically made possible by 3D technology, which becomes what Jeremy 

Stolow has called a ‘deus in machina’, a spiritual entity that becomes 

manifest in the machine. The magical appearance of an ancestral face 

is here linked intrinsically with a photographic technology that estab-

lishes an indexical relation with the ancestors. Although Markelo and 

van Berkum call the mask a symbol that ‘stands for’ the ancestors (and 

in fact the object is not animated), their strong emphasis on technology 

suggests that the relation is more than merely symbolic. For example, 

van Berkum’s initial design of ‘African-inspired’ sculptures did not gen-

erate the kind of ‘presence’ they were looking for (Balkenhol 2015). Van 

Berkum highlighted on several occasions the fact that he was ‘collaborat-

ing with the ancestors’, because ‘they provided the form, he provided 

the finish’ (ibid.). As he emphasizes in this presentation, ‘you see that the 
African form is in the new mask’.

I argue that, unlike the initial sculptures, what does now achieve ‘pres-

ence’ here is the indexical quality of photography, which, as Elizabeth 

Edwards has argued, is often understood to provide access to an oth-

erwise unattainable reality (Edwards and Hart 2004). Even more than 
conventional photographs, the kabra mask is what Tina Campt (2012) has 

called a haptic image. Photographs, Campt argues, have proved an impor-

tant instrument in claiming subjectivity. Portraits and family pictures in 

particular provided people of African descent in Europe and elsewhere 

with a means to portray themselves as people with a biography, and 

as political subjects, as black Europeans: ‘[P]hotography offers individu-

als in those communities a medium through which to create a vision of 

themselves that does not always square with how they are popularly 

perceived or with what we associate with those contexts in the present’ 

(ibid.: 5). The value of these photographs, Campt continues, lies not only 

in their power of representation, but also in their material presence: they 

can be held, caressed, and, through the magic of chemically transmitting 
the light emitted from one physical object onto another physical object, 
they promise a physical connection with the object depicted. Hence,
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Haptic images are objects whose effects are structured by a tripartite sense 
of touch – an indexical touch, a physical touch, and an affective touch. It is a 
touch that suffuses both the composition of the image and our responses or 
relation to it. They are images touched by the subjects they capture, touched by 

those who view or encounter them, yet objects also that touch those who view 

them as well. They are objects that ‘move’ us both through our physical contact 

with them and through the affective investments with which we imbue them. 
(Campt 2012: 43)

Campt here follows Elizabeth Edwards, who argued that photography is 

not only a visual medium, but one of touch. Our engagement with photo-

graphs, whether printed or on a screen, is eminently corporeal, involving 

sight, but also touch, or even smell and taste. As Edwards argues:

From its earliest days, the relationship with photographs has demanded a 

physical engagement – photo-objects exist in relationship to the human 
body, making photographs as objects intrinsically active in that they are han-

dled, touched, caressed.… the describing of content is accompanied by what 

would appear to be an almost insuperable desire to touch, even stroke the 

image.… [Here] the viewer is brought into bodily contact with the trace of the 

remembered.

In a sense, all photographs are tactile objects, but haptic objects ‘solicit 

a relay of social transactions that evoke sensate, embodied and affective 
engagements. These engagements triangulate, imbricate and implicate 

their viewers, these subjects, and their makers through the multisensory 

forms of optical, tactile and emotive interactions that constitute the act of 

viewing a domestic photograph (Campt 2012: 44). In other words, haptic 

objects have a ‘social life’ (Appadurai 1988), because their embodied and 

affective appeal has the power to create a sense of community.
What I want to highlight here is not only the haptic quality of the 

mask, but the way in which its materiality is implicated in knowledge 

production. As I have indicated in the introduction, historical knowl-

edge, although preoccupied with factuality and evidence, becomes per-

suasive when it merges with hunches, intuitions and feelings. As van 

Berkum continues, the mask, although it is a completely new object in 

the Winti tradition, appears to be a perfect fit with existing Winti tradi-
tions: ‘And this is really quite according to custom, because when you do 

a ritual, a Winti Prey, a dance ritual for Gods and Goddesses, you always 

begin with the ancestors [shows image of original and kabra mask]’. The 

mask’s design also refers to elements of ancestor rituals immediately rec-

ognizable to Winti practitioners, being dressed in a garment of white 

and blue, the colours of the ancestors. The mask is sprinkled with brass 

powder, a reference to the Winti spirit Mama Aisa, the ‘mother goddess’. 
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By incorporating familiar elements into the new mask, the makers aim 

to incorporate the mask into existing religious practice and cosmol-

ogy. Moreover, beyond the context of Winti, the mask as a genre ties in 

with broader narratives about ‘Africa’ (de Witte 2014). As van Berkum 
introduces the scans for a new series of masks in the Wereldmuseum, he 

portrays ‘Africa’ as a pre-Lapsarian Eden in which the ancestors lived 

harmoniously:

We’ll move on to 2016 now, because it tastes like more.… We are now in the 

depot of the World Museum, where Marian, accompanied by [her assistant] 

Rolina, is pouring a Pleng libation for the ancestors, but also for the makers of 

the art that we’ll be 3D scanning. Thus, we asked permission, and also reas-

sured them that what we are going to do with their beautiful forms, which 

they once created, two centuries ago, in the safe and beautiful Africa, that we 

have good intentions with this, and that we will basically involve their forms 

in the ritual.

The image of a ‘safe and beautiful Africa’ certainly caters to an audience 

of mainly African Surinamese women and men of around fifty or sixty 
years of age, most of whom are regular guests at slavery commemora-

tions (Balkenhol 2014). This image of Africa is of course part of a broader 

black Atlantic imagination, critiqued by Gilroy as a form of cultural 

nationalism (Gilroy 1993). It is an ideological image that is contradicted 

by most historical research (Thornton 1998), but even so, what requires 

explanation is its persisting appeal. Why do people believe in a pre-lap-

sarian Africa in spite of all historical evidence to the contrary?

It is my argument that the investment in physical presence is a way not 

only of fantasizing about the past, but is an intervention into the world 

of things, and therefore an act of world-making in the present. This is 

underlined in the new scans, where a Yoruba sculpture is grafted onto 

Markelo’s body. The image shows Markelo’s body from the neck down, 

sitting on a chair. Her head has been replaced with that of the sculpture. 
As van Berkum puts it, the result is ‘a priestess in the present and a priest-

ess from the past, namely this priestess from Congo, nineteenth century’ 

[Figure 10.6]. The aim is not so much to return to a lost Eden and escape 

into a fantasy world, but to articulate black subjectivity in the present as a 

composite of an African sculpture and Markelo’s body. The re-assembly 

of African sculpture and a living body is an attempt to restore the integ-

rity of the black body so as to articulate black subjectivity in the present.

It is not surprising, then, that the mask appears as a symbol in current 

memory politics in the Netherlands. As I have outlined in the introduc-

tion, the question of how to commemorate slavery has become deeply 

entangled with broader debates about Dutchness and cultural diversity 
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in the Netherlands. In this context, cultural heritage has become a promi-

nent marker of Dutchness, but also a way for minorities to claim political 

subjectivity.

The annual commemoration of abolition in Amsterdam has become 

an important platform for Surinamese of African descent to engage in 

Figure 10.6 Mama Aisa sculpture. © Boris van Berkum, 2019.
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these negotiations. This event, which has been organized every year since 

2002, is now broadcast live on national television. Next to the official 
commemorative ceremony, usually attended by upwards of five hundred 
guests including high-ranking local and national government representa-

tives, there is a festival that attracts twenty thousand people or more. In 
2013, the event marked the 150th jubilee of abolition, a historic date. As 

usual, Marian Markelo opened the ceremony with a Pleng libation to 

the ancestors. But this year, she was accompanied by the kabra mask – a 
historical first. In the audience was Annemarie de Wildt, curator at the 
Amsterdam Museum. Immediately taken by the appearance of the mask, 

she resolved to acquire it for the museum’s collection. As she argued, the 

mask not only symbolically refers to the history of the city, but by making 

its appearance at this historic occasion, as an object it has now become 

part of the city’s cultural heritage. After lengthy negotiations with the 

museum, the mask was indeed acquired and now constitutes part of the 

museum’s permanent collection.

Here the materiality of the mask and its political significance merge. 
Slavery often poses a curatorial challenge because the very nature of the 

institution of slavery means there are very few objects that the enslaved 

were able to leave behind. This presents museum exhibitions, which hinge 

on the ability to display objects, with a challenge that is not just curatorial, 

but also political. In particular, museums like the Amsterdam Museum, 

who are facing mounting pressure from activist groups to diversify their 

exhibitions, are looking for ways to include colonial history and slavery 

in their permanent exhibitions. For example, the Rijksmuseum is plan-

ning a large exhibition about slavery in 2020, and the Tropenmuseum has 

recently opened a temporary exhibition entitled ‘Afterlives of Slavery’, 

and is planning to open a permanent exhibition about slavery in 2021. 

The Amsterdam Museum has added alternative descriptions to their 

exhibition about the Dutch Golden Age that highlight the colonial context 

of the exhibits.4 Recently, a consortium has been awarded funds to draw 

up a plan for a slavery museum. In other words, the material afterlife of 

slavery is inextricably connected with questions of political belonging 

that are playing out in postcolonial Dutch society.

I see the mask project as an explicit intervention in this context. Van 

Berkum and Markelo understand the mask as a ‘liberation’ of African 

art from what they frame as a caged existence in museum collections. 

African heritage in the Netherlands, they argue, is valuable only to the 

extent that it can be used in rituals. This is how van Berkum explains it in 

his presentation:
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In 2014, Annemarie [de Wildt], I think she is here in the room, hello, thank you 

for being here. Annemarie, on behalf of the Amsterdam Museum, has been 

incredibly committed to acquiring the kabra mask. But we had one condition. 
We did not want to make the same mistake as in the World Museum who is 

doing ethnographic collections. We want the kabra mask to be an active com-

ponent in the Winti culture. And so this is the first dancing museum piece in 
the Netherlands, and maybe even in the whole wide world. Ok. And a beauti-

ful statement recently in her Pleng libation in the Africa Museum in 2017: ‘the 

Kabra mask is a symbol for the millions of African people who died anony-

mously and who worked for free to make Europe great during the Golden 

Age’.

Conclusion

With this intimate connection of materiality and the political, the story of 

the mask now comes full circle. I started this chapter with the question: 

What does the African diaspora look like? A different way of putting it 
would be to ask how the African diaspora is imagined as a community. 

This has become a pressing question in the context of a social and politi-

cal climate that is dominated by a desire for social, cultural and histori-

cal closure. Dutch society is increasingly seen in terms of a ‘people’ that 

possesses a clearly bounded ‘culture’. History should not be a matter of 
debate, but a means to solidify and glorify ‘culture’. As ‘Dutchness’ has 

increasingly become a matter of emotions, the struggle for citizenship 
and rights has also shifted gears and entered the terrain of ‘culture’.

The mask project is a good example of the importance of visual culture 

in articulating diasporic identity. What has become clear is that ‘imagina-

tion’ does not quite capture the haptic quality of those images through 

which the ancestors and the African diaspora is imagined. Perhaps 

instead of imagining it would be better to speak of ‘imaging’, a process 
that includes not only the virtual dimension of the image, but also its 

physical presence. I think this is crucial to better grasp the range of the 
project of imaging diaspora, which is not limited to questions of repre-

sentation, but is also about embodied interventions in the material world. 

What the mask, with its strong emphasis on materiality, implies is that 

redressing the past, and working on a different future must go beyond 
the world of signs, and take on the material world through which we are 

made subjects.

Markus Balkenhol is an anthropologist at the Meertens Institute 

(Amsterdam) working on issues of colonialism, race, citizenship, cultural 
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heritage, and religion. His PhD thesis, ‘Tracing Slavery: An Ethnography 

of Diaspora, Affect, and Cultural Heritage in Amsterdam’ (2014, cum 
laude), deals with cultural memories of slavery in Amsterdam. His most 

recent publications include: ‘Iconic Objects: Making Diasporic Heritage, 

Blackness and Whiteness in the Netherlands’, in Birgit Meyer and Mattijs 
van de Port, Sense and Essence: Heritage and the Cultural Production of 
the Real (Oxford: Berghahn Books, 2018); and ‘Silence and the Politics 

of Compassion: Commemorating Slavery in the Netherlands’, Social 
Anthropology / Antropologie Sociale 23(4) (2016).

Notes

1. In 2012, the Caribbeanist journal Small Axe began a new series of artist projects and 

essays entitled ‘The Visual Life of Catastrophic History’. During three years, the journal 

featured one artist’s portfolio and one essay (‘The Visual Life of Catastrophic History: A 

Small Axe Project Statement’ 2011). 

2. Bremer was the director of the World Museum from 2001 until 2015. He had announced 

his ‘revitalization plan’ for the museum, which included the establishment of a commer-

cial travel agency in the museum, a cafe and a restaurant. In 2006 the museum closed to 

be rebuilt into a ‘museum theme warehouse’. Bremer also planned to establish a dating 

service in the museum. When it turned out that the museum was in debt, he planned the 

sale of the museum’s Africa collection, which met the resistance of a broad coalition of 

artists, citizens, and other museums. Bremer was forced to resign in 2015. The museum 

has survived and is now cooperating with the three other ethnographic museums in the 

Netherlands. https://www.nrc.nl/nieuws/2016/09/07/kunstenaar-annex-activist-voor-he t 
-wereldmuseum-4172360-a1520095, last accessed 19 September 2017.

3. Den Otter is a well-known Dutch artist whose work is in Booijmans van Beuningen, 
Centraal Museum Utrecht, Gemeentemuseum Den Haag, and the Stedelijk Museum 

Amsterdam. He became the spearhead of the movement following a Facebook post in 

which he criticized Bremer’s plans. 

4. https://hart.amsterdam/nl/page/27646/de-zwarte-bladzijde-van-de-gouden-eeuw, last 
accessed 15 November 2017.
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